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• Ab-initio Modeling of the Following Reactions: 
γ (τ)= out of plane torsion angle 0 = "cis" H1-O2 180 = "trans" H1-O2 active = x,y,z spectator = u,q,t • Once complete, the potential corresponding to an arbitrary set of Cartesian coordinates can be computed within a classical dynamics simulation.
Spectator and Active Coordinates
The twelve Cartesian coordinates of our four-atom system can be uniquely described by a set of six "internal" coordinates. These six coordinates are separated into three "active" coordinates (x,y,z), which will be fit using multidimensional splines and three spectator "coordinates" (u, θ, τ), which will be fit using pre-determined functional forms.
From Reactants to Products
The potential energy surface ("V") will transition smoothly from the initial reactants state ("R") to final products state ("P") using smoothing functions ("S"):
The incoming oxygen atom can bind to either hydrogen atom in the water molecule. To model two possible scenarios using a single set of Cartesian coordinates, a 'symmeterization' procedure is added in which the position of the two hydrogen atoms are transposed. Transitioning between the two orientations is provided by a smoothing function (S). 
